
 

Report from Solitary:  

 

The BIG Lie: TIS “kids” released without treatment while seasoned old law prisoners languish 

   Today we see Wisconsin saddled with stuffed prisons  in which the mission to rehabilitate prisoners and keep the public 

safe has been largely lost.  Conditions for staff have deteriorated to the point there is a severe shortage of staff at all levels 

from professional health care staff to guards and many prisons are on almost permanent lockdown. 

    The wise solution is to incarcerate only those people who need to be in prison . And treat and train- rehabilitate those we 

do lock up. Instead we have the most obscene irony: While most old law prisoners (OL) , are told at their parole hearings 

that they will not be released because they “have not served enough time for punishment” and/or releasing them would the 

“pose an undue risk to the public”, the DOC releases the truth in sentencing inmates ( TIS) regularly as the law demands 

often without treatment or training and virtually no support and often straight from years in solitary. 

      The Old Law prisoners, who are entombed for decade after decade, have had the training and treatment that was 

available in the years before TIS was enacted, and many got college degrees through Pell Grants then offered. They are truly 

ready for society in the main; yet the prison proponents try to whip the public into hysteria over “murderers” and “Rapists” 

while in truth, people change and these people have had long years of learning and want to give back. 

     At the same time our resources are wasted on keeping Old law prisoners because, we are told, they are “Dangerous”, 

very little training  or treatment is available to TIS inmates,( those incarcerated after 2000). Most are under thirty and have 

not learned yet the lessons on self control the years teach.   

     Many are mentally ill and wind up in solitary where suicides and suicide attempts are daily occurrences.  Many TIS 

inmates beg for treatment at Wisconsin Resource Center (WRC, the one treatment center available to the system)- before 

release and many are not given a referral. Each prison’s social workers are tasked with referring disabled prisoners of their 

choice  to an organization that prepares SSI benefits before release but that does not happen for most mentally ill prisoners 

and they are released little hope of success. They are given a state issues ID, food stamps and a curfew. A letter from one 

inmate writing one month before release sums up the situation:   

“I get released in a month back to the same neighborhood where I was before prison . I have had no treatment and no 

training and am drug addicted. I have no support and the DOC offers almost none. What do you think I will end up doing? “ 

– We need a commitment to real treatment and a mental health treatment center for long term treatment ,coupled with a 

drastic reduction of population.  Solitary confinement overuse and abuse is how this system deals with overcrowding and 

understaffing. This is a terrible place to work for many people and will be until the DOC reclaims its mission. Increasing 

Wages cannot solve the core problem alone and We demand that the WIDOC renew its commitment to its mission- to 

rehabilitate prisoners and keep the public safe.   

These people need transfer to WRC NOW- they will be released soon after long ter solitary abuse 

and no treatment. They beg for a chance to make it on the outside and need real treatment. Right now that is only 

offered at WRC. And the WIDOC has refused to refer these people. 

Scott Brown 567501 233, Black River Falls, WI 54615                                                 

           BD 1990,28y.o.; out date 11 5 19  

1) The length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions  

you faced there: I been in the hole for 7 months for  self harm . Being in observation 

 with nothing on and being forced to be in observation with just a smock and a 

 rubbery mat. 

2) Why  were you placed in solitary confinement. I received many tickets for self-harm  

 



3) and other things which I tried to self –harm and I was punished for.  

 

4) What policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the length of your stay? receiving 

tickets for self harming myself on observation status caused  me to stay in the hole for 7 months.  

 

5) What injuries did you suffer as a result of your placement in solitary confinement? Continually cutting on myself , no 

visits from my son or mother too . Weight loss, seeing people – inmates cut themselves or take a lot of pills.  

 

6) Why do you believe defendants are responsible for the placement in solitary confinement and the conditions they 

faced? They are policy makers for observation and the hole.  

 

7) What relief are you seeking? To go to WRC for rerelease to  help me get back 

 in the world.  

 

Alfonso Luis Gonzalez 629911; WCI ( written in pencil- cannot scan) age 21 ;release date:07/16/2019 

1.the length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions you faced there:  

3-8-18 to 7-6-18,8-31-18 to 9-16-18, 9 -21-18 to 1- 25-19 

2.why you were placed in solitary confinement; (paraphrase) giving staff a hard time and g 

etting beat up by staff and a inmate too 

3.what policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the length  

of your stay; “at the time I get out of seg is 1- 25-19 and I go home in 7-9 19.” 

4.what injuries you suffered as a result of their placement in solitary confinement; Staff are 

 making my time hard due to my mental health  

5.And what relief you are seeking? I have ask for help form all staff at Waupun and I have 

 not got it at all from “psychological “ and “medical.” Inmates have told me they will kill  

me in GP and will keep beating me up till I go home. 

And information we need 

1. Name and Number and prison: Alfonso, Luis Gonzalez Jr #629911 

2. birth date (BD) /age now: 5-12-1997 

3. Date & Age at Incarceration:12-1-18 ( age 21) 

4. years in prison: 12-1-18 to 7-9-19 

      5. Offense description : Kenosha County Jail? 

6.  Length of Sentence:   

7.  Do you have a Mental health diagnosis? Was it changed, when why to  what? PTSD; ADHD 

8. Treatment given, treatment need: psychological- and I have not got it here at Waupun prison 

9.CRS while in solitary? ? 

10.other relevant information 

 

Tyler L Milton 596157 WCI bd1998 ; 20 y.o. ( out 2 4 20) 

9 16 18 

I am writing to let you know that I had a failed suicide attempt. The stress is getting to me. Multiple correctional officers have 

been telling me a lot of messed up things. Some examples  of what they have been saying include:“just kill yourself already” 

“you have nothing to live for” I’ve been gone two days, why are you still alive?”  “I’m going to poison your food” 

 “I hope you die in your sleep tonight. That way you die peacefully and I won’t have to put up with 

 you          ever again. That’s a win win situation, it can’t get better than that.” 

“Next time you cut yourself, cit deeper. Hit a vain You won’t feel a thing.” 

“oh, your back? I was hoping you wouldn’t make it through surgery.”  

Please consider adding me to your team of Plaintiffs. If it’s not for money it’s for justice                           

 

Tyler Milton 596157 WCI 

1.the length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions you faced there. 

I have been in solitary confinement since august 9
th
, 2018.I have faces a lot of harmful conditions 

 here in WCI segregation. Including being purposely skipped meals , slammed into the ground for 

 

 

 



 unknown reasons, and the worst by far, when a correctional officer brought e a 9 – volt battery to assist me in suicide , and I 

swallowed the 9 volt battery to attempt suicide.  

 

2.why you were placed in solitary confinement? I was placed in solitary confinement for Disobeying orders, disruptive 

conduct, and damage/alteration of property 

 

3.what policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the length of your stay;  

I do not know nothing about the policies and procedures her at WCI because ever by me knowing the policies and procedures, 

that does not stop DOC employees from violating my rights and breaking the policies and procedures set forth.  

 

4.what injuries you suffered as a result of their placement in solitary confinement: I have suffered a lot of physical injuries 

since august 19
th
 20 18 ( the day I swallowed the 9- volt battery) I have had three surgeries and 2 scopes , all for attempted 

suicides. And emotional injuries include an DOC employee saying he was surprised I’m  back from surgery because he hoped 

I would die on the operating table. These are just two examples of physical and emotional and mental injuries  I have suffered. 

I could write pages and pages of the ways I have suffered in solitary confinement and I could write pages and pages more on 

abuse saw and heard be done to my fellow inmates.  

 

5.And what relief you are seeking: The relief I am seeking is to be taken out of Waupun  Correctional Institution and placed at 

the Wisconsin Resource Center to  the help I really need and to be kept at the Wisconsin Resource center until the terrn of my 

incarceration is over. I also ask that the correctional officers that work her at Waupun Correctional Institution , that I list under 

number 10, be thoroughly investigated and punished to the fullest degree for the wrong they have done- not all correctional 

officers are bad but the pones I listed below are very bad ,very abusive both physically and verbally.  

And information we need 

 

2. birth date (BD) /age now 5/26/1998, 20 y.o. 

3. Date & Age at Incarceration:9.06.2016, 19 years old when I was incarcerated 

4. years in prison: 2 ½ 

5. Offense description :  

Battery by prisoner 

 prisoner throw/expel bodily fluids-from when I was incarcerated at Lincoln Hills Penitentiary 

6.  Length of Sentence:  I am sentenced on revocation form supervision. I was sentenced two years .  

7.  Do you have a Mental health diagnosis? Was it changed, when why to  what?  Yes I have a mental health diagnosis 

and issues to list. NO, my diagnosis has not changed, However it has me listed as MH-1 ( one of the lowest mental 

health levels) when I suffer with a lot of mental health issues..  

8. Treatment given, treatment need: no treatment has been given to me. I need a lot of treatment that is notbeing 

provided to me her in prison.  

9.CRS while in solitary?yes  

10.other relevant information: I am a seriously mentally ill inmate with at least 4 suicide attempt in the last 5 months.  

WCI psychological department keeps telling me that I am harming myself and trying to commit suicide for attention 

when in fact, I really want to die. Psychological services tel ling me I try to kill myself to get attention gets more 

focused on trying to die. WCI is horrible. 3 inmates have been beaten in three days, this week already. I have been in 

RHU since 9 8 2018. 

a Correctional officer brought me: a nine volt battery, a metal melding rod, 2 cigarettes, electrical writing and more 

things. I swallowed the battery, requiring surgery, 10 days later after I swallowed the battery, they decided to have it 

removed. 

 Correctional officers have been retaliating against me and many other fellow inmates The officers that do the most 

retaliating include:CO Jacob Dorn/CO Andrew Pohl/CO Jashua Adderton/CO bliler/ CO O’real /CO Jones./Sgrt 

Joseph Beahm/Sgt Fisher/Lt Schnieder/Captain Tritt/Captain Nelson 

 

 

Jordan Cosby 501015; WCI 

age 27 BD, 1991/requesting treatment at WRC/release date 4 27 20/ 

•the length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions you faced there: I have been in solitary 

confinement since June 7
th
, 2017 and I faced life threatening suicide attempts by cutting myself , overdosing, and swallowing 

foreign objects and been a victim to staff negligence and deliberately ignoring my attempt to get help. Currently still in RHU. 



 

•why you were placed in solitary confinement:  

On 6-7-17 I was placed in solitary confinement for a topically fight for defending myself 

 against three other people. 6-28-17 I receive a 360 days DS. NO administrative confinement, 

 all retaliation for previous lawsuits I have won. 

 

•what policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the length  

of your stay; 

 303.14 aggravated assault 

303.28 disobeying orders 

 

•what injuries you suffered as a result of their placement in solitary confinement 

I suffer a suicide attempt cutting my right arm on 9 21 17 life threatening. I also suffer loss of blood traumatically, and an 

illegal surgery on 1-8 `8 and a number of incidents throughout the year of excessive force and harassment.  

 

I am strictly asking for an immediate transfer to WRC for mental health treatment in general population on unit 17 specifically 

long term treatment due to the need of individual treatment and also a diagnosis examination for MH2A  paranoia, PTSD, 

Schizophrenia and a restraining order against WCI and WCI staff! 

 

Jordan Cosby 501015 typed from letter (pencil cannot scan) 

9 12 18They been fucking with me so much that I can’t take this shit no more. I just writing you for your help. I have been in 

segregation since 6 7 17   for a self defense physical altercation where it was a group fight. They are oppressing me and using 

corporal punishment which is prohibited . they are retaliating against me due to them violating my constitutional rights by 

using excessive force by knocking my teeth out by slamming me and lying about and they settled the claim is there charged 

me facing 171/2 imprisonment and fail to transfer me to another institution or county because they are going to railroad me. 

27 years young black in a generation of Black Lives Matter and police brutality is at its  high and I’m a victim of it with 

mental health problems . I need to get out of this prison and this county .(Wants me to send any legal items in enclosed 

embossed envelopes).I’m not supposed to be in any prison now it’s excessive confinement ( writes about campaign with 

media etc).Lawyer Crystal-Abbet@mennlaw.com 920-731-6631 My lawyer – 

I placed myself in observation after another inmate name Harris . he’s a white man, did not get his name- he was in a cell A-

202 RHU and has been literally cutting and ripping his ear and they not doing nothing about it. He’s been to the ER 3 times in 

Madison and it was a flash back trigger for me and I severely cut myself and they did nothing so I write you and Cristal and 

my mother before I faint. So for intentionally keeping myself in OBS until Madison comes talk to me. I wrote Jim Schwochert 

DAI administrator to come talk to me or they transfer me . The warden here has secret emails intentionally oppressing people. 

Dr van Buran has been abusing her authority just placing people in obs for no reason and since  she been here in WCI 2015 

numerous inmates committed suicide. Just recently in July.  

6.And what relief you are seeking: declarative, Injunctive 

 

Gerald Easterling- writing again 

564618;WCI ; 

BD 1992 out 2 7 21 

From Within and beyond this 8” by 14” square foot steel deprivation cell  that is designed 

  for  my mental and physical and social dehumanization, I bring to you this letter  of concern 

   regarding the adverse effects of long 

 term segregation sensory deprivation<After spending 3 years in intensive solitary  

 confinement , 

deprived of human contact, I had become super-sensitive to the 5 basic human senses.  

This deliberate and intentional stripping of the cell down to a isolation cell, then the stripping  

of the individual down to the basic necessities and even down to the personal effects- 

 then locked within this cell 24 hours a day with barely the bare essentials and where even this  

wall-mounted stainless steel mirror is the segregation  cell is removed from the walls so that  

 

 

mailto:Crystal-Abbet@mennlaw.com


even the sight of one’s own image is denied. And no  matter how strong a person is , sensory  

deprivation is depravity at its worst. All 5 basic human sense-sight, sound, smell, touch,   

 and taste-are severely suppressed-when one is slowly but  

surely and very subtly stripped of all common sentiments of humanity. So once again, I am 

 force d to adapt to a Fucker of situation. Under these adverse conditions of confinement one tends to crave a change of 

scenery and location, and atmosphere, and environment just so s/he can see new sight instead of the same old everyday mind-

deadening routine and faceless faces..hear new and different sounds other than the  quiet and indescribable silence that seems 

to speak louder than noise, smell different scents besides the foul stale and  contemptible odor so common to everyday 

existence in this bottomless pit..one seeks to touch base with and feel and embrace another human in an intimate and sensitive 

and humane and compassionate and personal way as opposed to the impersonal and inhumane and insensitive and degrading 

manner..one develops a strong, intense desire to taste various foods besides the same old tasteless and non variety and 

everyday, recycled meals. One is served just enough good to have a bowel movement and just enough to say alive. Where 

even one’s sense of taste and appetite, and taste buds is denied and deprived, Torture chambers where absent various forms of 

social stimuli , the human mind can become so debased and so dehumanized , and sink so low tha if one isn’t so careful , there 

is a tendency to adjust and conform and accustom oneself to a standard of living that is lower than that which exists within the 

animal kingdom. 

After spending over three years in the intensive solitary confinement, I was transferred back to general population .I have not 

received, encouraged nor welcomed any outside contact by way of visits and emotional and spiritual and financial support 

from family members, loved ones or friends in the past 6 years. The most pain is knowing, the feeling of helplessness. The 

dark corner doesn’t lend much comfort-often the walls are closing in. It’s still dark and cloudy in the midst of the hell the call 

“the kingdom, of darkness” but with a little love and support, you can supply the sunshine I need to get me through this 

stormy weather when all else fails. Bring your light to my solitude heart and mind and soul. What you have for me will make 

my darkness all-light, I understand you help people in prison, can you please help me maintain myself and existence with 

emotional and spiritual and financial support. Can you please provide encouragement and help me overcome the challenges 

faced during incarceration and reintegration. Being ungrateful is not a character of mines, nor do I require a lot, I just ask that 

you provide me enough ,enough of what you honestly have to offer genuinely from a place where your feeling and heart may 

reside. 

It si my heartfelt appreciation. You have my thanks. Hope to hear from you really soon. 

Respectfully submitted, Gerald Easterling #564618  

 

Damien Huff 551050 BD 1994 ( 24) release date 5 25 2022 

GBCI PO Box  19033 

 Green Bay, WI 54307 

1.The length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions you faced 

 there: I’ve already been in the  hole for 4 months now  and I don’t get out until April 12
th.

. 

 It’s unsanitary and I’m being tortured , They use excessive  force on me as well as on others.  

 

2.why you were placed in solitary confinement; Pending investigation. 

 Supposedly I was ..(in ) a gang hit against staff. Which was in fact behind that so they 

 fabricated a ticket and said they found 7 letter soliciting an employee.  

 

3.what policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the  

length of your stay; I’m losing my mind down here. I can’t sleep right. I’ve been talking  

to myself a lot lately. I can’t use  the phone down here. Die to they say it’s always something  

wrong with it. And I don’t get fed properly on time like I suppose to which effect me all in a way.  

 

4.What injuries you suffered as a result of their placement in solitary confinement;  

I suffered injuries to my hands and legs due to their always placing the cuffs on too tightly. I am in extreme pain and feeling 

numbness in my feet and hands 

 

5.And what relief you are seeking:I am asking that I be transferred to another institution or be admitted to a mental health 

complex for letter treatment, I need help mentally and with my coping skills. I also ask that the captain be stripped of his 

white shirt and or me removed from Captain. Jay Vanlanen needs to be removed from RHU building.  

And information we need 

1. Name and Number and prison: Damien Huff  551050 GBCI 

2. birth date (BD) /age now 1-1 -94; 24 

 



3. Date & Age at Incarceration 5-31-15 at age 19 

4. years in prison 5 years 

      5. Offense description:  Armed Robbery PTAC 

6.  Length of Sentence: 8 in 4 out  

7.  Do you have a Mental health diagnosis? Was it changed, when why to  what?(blank)  

8. Treatment given, treatment need noe give but I need mental health help like A.S.A.P. 

9.CRs while in solitary? not good 

10.other relevant information: I am currently still on hunger strike as well as Fredrick Morris, Micheal Johnson and  4 

other guys I don’t know the names of. Captain Jay Vanlaner is retaliating against me for exercising my right to refuse 

food, He uses force when taking me before HSU staff, He also have taken my clothing and put me in a cell with no 

mattress, toilet paper or a smock .It should be noted that it is winter time and the cells are freezing cold and filthy. He 

told me I shall remain that way until I am ready to start eating again. I am scared that he will harm me in other ways 

also. I feel this is inhumane treatment in every way, fashion and form. I ask that he be gone! Damien Huff.  

 



THESE PEOPLE Have longer terms to serve and have deteriorated mentally with the ongoing abuse and no treatment 

that is Wisconsin’s solitary units. They need at minimum a change of prisons while the present system is made into one 

that follows the international mandate for  humane treatment. WE need a treatment center with long term real treatment 

and a complete overhaul of present sadistic system- see our solitary bill proposal – gives a starting point. 

(:https://secondchancewi.blogspot.com/2019/03/solitary-confinement-overhaul-proposal.html) 

template for treatment center: :(https://secondchancewi.blogspot.com/2019/03/solitary-confinement-overhaul-proposal.html) 

 

Kuan Barnett 650427 WCI 

BD 1991, 19 Y.O. release date 3 15 23/  

•the length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions you faced there:_ 

I’ve been in solitary for almost a year now and the conditions that I’ve faced in here is abusement,  

being treated unfairly and unsanitary conditions.  

 

•why you were placed in solitary confinement? I was originally placed in solitary for disrespect,  

causingga disturbance and disobeying orders but I couldn’t get half time off the release date the  

institution  gave me so I lost hope and gain more time. 

 

•what policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the length of your stay; It’s not the procedures 

it’s the policies that the correctional officers don’t follow because the taunt, restrain you when your not doing anything and 

among other things.  

 

•what injuries you suffered as a result of their placement in solitary confinement: I’ve suffered from assault by the officer and 

they damage my fingers on my right hand, back, rib cage and eyes but also mentally  

 

•And what relief you are seeking: to stop long time solitary confinement and to have cameras everywhere in the institution and to 

help from abusement 

note we first heard of Kuan from a neighbor- he was assaulted and later Guards were arrested – 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Timothy Terrel Crowley 243754 GBCI  BD 1996; 42y.o,/out 9 2 2019/orig conv 1998/again 2009/ deaf from early 

childhood now going blind  

                              In for a short sentence and still here 22 years later/needs understanding, humane treatment 

out date 9 2 19 

 

Questionaire filled out about a year ago-  

 

 (“Note- a lot in original I cannot read or don’t understand- leaving out) 

       1)Residence before incarceration- Milwaukee/MR is 5 22, 2019/Maximum  

discharge is 2022/convicted of “intention crack cocaine within 1000 feet of  

school zone/guilty yes but he has caught more time and has been locked up  

for 22 years .His lawyer was a public defender and he is fighting another case right 

 now-“I did not want to hurt others, it was about a meds issues.” 

He has support from family and says they should be allowed to have more 

 visitors than just four on their visiting list. Grandmother was his role model.  

Some support from inside but he is  “more of a loner than crowd pleaser” 

       2)Diagnoses: Schizoeffective disorder, bipolar type personality disorder.  

In my youth I was committed as a patient  and out patient at the Milwaukee Health   

WRC can be a life saver for those listed above who are soon to go home- it will greatly enhance their chance of 

successfully getting back to the community . However The need to have real treatment in a healthy environment is 

highlighted in the next cases. A temporary stay at WRC and then back to the same old same, old does not work over the 

long term. We need a mental health treatment center with trained staff and all new rules and a new direction with 

mission that respects the value of human life and understands that people change and change for the better when given 

a real second chance. 

 

https://secondchancewi.blogspot.com/2019/03/solitary-confinement-overhaul-proposal.html
https://secondchancewi.blogspot.com/2019/03/solitary-confinement-overhaul-proposal.html


Complex. I’m a MH2A. I’m still in seg and they’re speaking of placing me on A/C.  

 

      3)  “I had  some treatment over the years, But mostly I was restricted. People lied at WRC and Kickout. Mendota did the 

same. When I was a youth I had group therapy and other group training,  

      4)Yes, I am in seg on assault and disobey orders. 300 days of DS. I’ve been in seg since March 24, 2017. I filed an appeal but 

I never got my disposition. Clothes, sheets are filthy, Shower in cell, Rec for twice a week for 2hours, But it does not live up to.. 

No good books in seg,  

       5) Hearing impaired( Note ushers syndrome) Balance issues, Asthma, Hypertension Disorder, Irritated bowel syndrome, 

Practical burse in place of psychiatrist. No real doctor, not head supervisor> psychologist come from Oshkosh prison named Dr 

Adam 

       6) I  had HSED but no vocational classes. They took that off my needs due to my ushers syndrome 

        7) So far no preparation for my release. Law Library is all that is good. Free books can come as long as they are in perfect 

shape and have a receipt. Taking some college course and Braille and speech therapy and sign language. 

AODA is all I know as condition of release 

 

 Glenn E. Conroy Jr 447096 WCI( no release date given on DOC profile) 

 

 

 

 

1.the length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions  

you faced there 

The staff do not pay attention to anything they should sp that’s why I’ve been  

able to almost kill myself on over 20 occasions!2.why you were placed in solitary 

 confinement; For  self inflictions and suicide attempts. Also the officers had an  

inmate set me up and make some stuff that’ called hooch and set iit in my lock 

 box that I did not even use in the first place.  

3.What policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the length of your stay; Purposeful and 

knowing negligence of medical procedures. As Every time I tell the medical staff Doctor Manlove it’s my liver, he looks at 

something else completely ignoring what I said it is. And the health service manager MarChant stated that it does not matter what 

I say is wrong with my internal body functions.  

4.What injuries you suffered as a result of their placement in solitary confinement: More  Severe mental health and the 

psychiatrist won’t give any meds to help me mentally function a little better. 

 5.And what relief you are seeking: liver transplant and gallstone removal before I die and the 7 inch state tooth brush removed 

from my esophagus and before it HI a nerve and puncture a hole in my stomach, And tell the staff and inmates to quite sexually 

harassing me and telling me to do extremely abnormal things to my bottom and say the State fucked me!! PLEASE !! help I’m in 

extreme pain and I’m extremely scared someone is going to rape  me. I’m sorry, !! 

And information we need 

 

1.name and Number and prison: Glenn E. Conroy Jr 447096; WCI 

2. birth date (BD) /age now  5-5-1985, 34 

3. Date & Age at Incarceration: 26 

4. years in prison 7 

      5. Offense description  Do not remember 

6.  Length of Sentence:  5 ½ and 7 years 

7.  Do you have a Mental health diagnosis? Was it changed, when why to  what? The state has diagnosed me with many 

diagnoses so it’s unknown!! aside from suicide.  

8. Treatment given, treatment need. None  

9.CRS while in solitary?  was set up and framed for my cell mate making some stuff called hooch because I’m 

complaining of my liver disfunctioning.  

10.Other relevant information- The whole state’s neglecting my  medical need which is my liver form the wrong 

medication given to me at Racine county Jail! And Waupun Memorial or Dodge Correctional or Waupun Correctional 

 

This is a medical case also- I think his mental confusion and health problems work 

together ensuring the worse outcomes . He needs a nurturing environment  and 

real explanations.  



won’t treat me for it. And now WCI supposedly just found a gal stone the size of a pencil eraser 5 weeks ago and still has 

done nothing about it. Tue state institutions are knowingly letting me die because of my  self harm history!! From Racine 

county to Mendota Health Institution to Dodge to Waupun! I’ve also swallowed a 4 inch state tooth brush in front of the 

cops! And nothing happened! I’ve written the medical  unit WCI and they still have not done nothing. The state is 

extremely punishing me in the retaliation for past history of mental health self infliction! I’m in extreme pain from right 

ribs ( liver and gal stones) And stomach and I really need help please! and the staff and inmate sexually harassing and 

say to stick things in my butt and say I got fuck by the state. I’m scared!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fredrick Andrew Morris, 5279941 GBCI/ Age 25, b.d.7-24-1992 out 4 7 33 

1.the length of time you have spent in solitary confinement and the conditions you faced there. 4 years, one month in a 

cell 7 days a week. NO contact visits and one  phone call a week and COs provoking me, setting me up.  

 

2. Why you were placed in solitary confinement; I knocked a  prisoner out in Dodge. 

 

3. What policies or procedures affected your placement in solitary confinement and the length of your stay; I have 

anger problems, PTSD, hyperthyroidism, mild schizophrenia. I am hypersexual so I have showed women my penis, I 

have made  them suit up, held the trap, assaulted them, wrote the females notes trying to be on  another level with 

them, threatening to crush the like I did to the CO in the county. 

 

4.What injuries you suffered as a result of their placement in solitary confinement; I have had OCD.I count stuff , I tap 

on stuff, I get mad if any of my staff is out of place and I have a permanent numbness in my hands. It is documented 

and I have overdosed 11 times. 

 

Joshua Scolman 422508 WCI ( bd1983,34y.o.)  

Mr Scolman has been incarcerated for 11 years. H e has been placed in solitary confinement  

on numerous occasions for from 3 months to a year. In 2016 he served a year in solitary and  

then was placed on A/C.  

 

 He participated on the 2016 hunger strike that protested solitary confinement conditions and 

 wrote an affidavit that testified that his mental faculties were deteriorating due to the psychological torture he was enduring and 

that after he was through with the disciplinary side of his solitary, they were going to place him on AC.  

 

His description at the time: “I’m subject to psychological torture, which leads to continual deterioration of my mental faculties. I 

am denied human contact, which leads me to further anti-social behavior, which in turn causes me more problems. It is a 

slippery slope. I am currently held in a cell with a window facing a brick wall, no view of nature, the sky, sun or outside life. …. I 

have contracted many psychological “ticks” such as OCD, communication problems, and PTSD.  I’m continually stressed out 

over insignificant things. And it’s only getting worse. “ 

 

14) He is asking for help in getting a transfer out of WCI as he’s been housed there for 11 years and feels he is being constantly 

harassed and retaliated against and believes a new start would help. 

 

Fredrick Morris is an example of someone society has completely given up on. He 

fights when abused or threatened. He goes from threatening to kill guards to begging 

for help and the DOC staff is telling him he will never get off AC. He is sensitive, bright 

and sick and needs real treatment from people he can trust. We have discussed his 

being transferred to Colorado which from the reading of the rules, works with people 

like him to get them into general population as soon as possible.  He does not want to 

be stranded in CO however and would rather go to WRC . I will include an essay done 

when the Boscobel Supermax first opened that describes what happens to some 

people who  are systematically abused : it is called “Mad Dog”. We must help him 

channel his rage and hurt into positive actions. 

 



 

 


